CTSoc-RInternship: A Remote Internship Program
For Student-Members
A first-of-its-kind initiative from CTSoc-Bangalore
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Internship Projects are being offered in
- IoT
- AI for healthcare and smart-cities.
- Embedded (Automotive and Consumer Electronics)

Project Details: Link
Application procedure:
By filling this form: link

Last day to apply:
19 October 2020

Notification of selection:
23 October 2020

Commencement of internship:
26 October 2020

Website of IEEE CTSoc Bangalore:
https://ewh.ieee.org/r10/bangalore/ces/

IEEE-Consumer Technology Society (CTSoc), Bangalore Chapter in association with IEEE Bangalore Section, is offering an opportunity for IEEE-student members to intern with IEEE-CTSc-chapter remotely.

Execom members of CTSoc-Bangalore, who have vast industrial work experience, will mentor the interns. In addition, each of the teams will also associate themselves with a faculty from academia, who will be both an internal guide and a proctor. The Internship-projects have already been selected by the mentors.

Goal: To enable students to work on industry relevant topics, WITH financial assistance from IEEE CT Society.

Terms and conditions:
- Internships are timebound (2-3 months, project dependent), and result-bound
- Remote internship is like internships at company premises, except that students will need to do on their own anywhere, and results are monitored.
- Financial assistance will be provided (covers incidental, hardware expenses incurred towards project, in prior agreement with the mentor, strictly subject to completion of project).
- Certificate of Internship from IEEE CTSoc will be issued, strictly subject to completion of project. A project report is must.
- Mentors from IEEE CTSoc to be available for weekly virtual calls, and emails on request.
- Project-report is a must and will be made public. Conference presentation, if any, will have the students as the main authors, together with the mentors and faculty-guide.
- Intellectual property arising, if any, is distributed between students, mentors and guides, based on their % of contribution to the IP. This will be discussed and agreed between the parties involved in project. IEEE chapter or the section will not be involved in the IP discussion or ownership.

Eligibility Criteria:
- This is open only for IEEE CTSoc student members (CTSc student membership fees costs only $1 = ~ INR 72). Applications from non-members will not be considered.
- The academia-guide-cum-proctor need not be a member of IEEE. However, the team must seek his/her consent, prior to application to this program.